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Abstract
The global mobile application market is booming in all directions and business
giants, viz. Google and Apple, have acknowledged the huge expansion in their
Application Market and App Store. There is a demand though for a system that can
elevate the momentum of context-aware mobile applications, where an
application’s behavior is customized according to context information. This thesis
proposes a context-aware system that provides mobile Applications as a Service
(AppaaS). AppaaS handles various context information including location
information, user profile, device profile, user ratings, and current time to provision
the best relevant mobile application to such a context. AppaaS also supports state
preservation, where application-specific data that is relevant to a user is stored for
future reference.
Our prototype demonstrates a seamless system performance with respect to
finding relevant applications to a specific context and controlling the applications
functions according the users requirements and access privileges. We also
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demonstrate how AppaaS can preserve an applications state when a user is to reuse
the same application again.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
With the introduction of smartphones in the telecommunication industry, mobile
phones are no more meant to just make phone calls and send text messages. Due to
large numbers of applications available for smartphones, the number of users of
smartphones is increasing enormously. Currently, there are more than 450,000
applications available for Android devices [48] and 585,000 applications available
for Apple devices [49]. Many of these applications are available from various
suppliers to facilitate their customers’ demands. These applications provide users
with relevant information about the business for which the application has been
developed. Sometimes for a particular business there are multiple applications
available, some of which may not be provided by the business owners themselves.
Finding a right application relevant to the business or users location is sometimes
very tricky. In this thesis we propose a context-aware application delivery service
named AppaaS.

Chapter 1. Introduction

1.1 Motivation
The telecommunication technology has changed enormously since mobile phones
were first available in the market in early 1980’s. These technological
enhancements were necessary in order to deliver the new features that were
available in the cell phones. The first mobile phone that was made available in the
market supported only half an hour of talk time with ten hours of charging.
Gradually the capabilities of mobile phones were improved and because of the
competition between manufacturers to come up with a better mobile phone, new
features were added. Later the mobile phones became capable of sending small text
messages (SMS) from one device to another. Wireless Application Protocol (WAP)
was introduced in mobile phones in 1997 and this allowed accessing information
online over mobile web browser. Initially it was capable of accessing web sites
specially designed for mobile phones and allowed user’s to read news and emails on
mobile phones. Later messaging services in mobile phones was further improved
with introduction of Multimedia Messaging Service (MMS). With this technology,
multimedia could also be sent as a message from one mobile phone to another. With
the introduction of this technology, a camera was introduced in mobile phones.
After the camera, music players, video players and different entertainment
applications were added into mobile phones.
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With more and more features added into mobile phones, the concept of
smartphones was introduced. Smartphones were different than standard mobile
phones in terms of mobile computing capabilities. Initially they included features of
personal digital assistants (PDA) in standard mobile phones. Later smartphones
were capable of adding third party applications. This gave rise to a new era of the
applications market place. Every smartphone’s Operating System (OS) now has its
own application market place where users can go, find details of applications
available and can download and install such applications on their device.
Smartphone applications are a big source of information and entertainment.
With banking applications available, you do not have to go to a bank to transfer
funds, find your account information, and to perform various other banking
operations. With larger high resolution displays now available in many
smartphones, you can now watch movies, television shows, and the news on your
smartphone. For gaming, several smartphones now offer high end graphics
hardware and you can find thousands of games available from applications market
available for either free or at little cost. With applications available for reading,
writing and modifying most formats of documents, smartphones can be very helpful
at workplace as well. Similarly, there are applications available which are relevant
to certain locations. These applications are source of information about that
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location. For example there are location relevant transit guide applications, various
shopping location relevant applications to provide users information about various
offers, sales, promotions, coupons, etc.
With the huge number of applications available, sometimes when a user is
searching for an application, he might end up with search results which would
rather leave him confused about which application he should download and use. As
a result, he will have to try various applications and still will be unsure of which
application to use. This wide availability of applications also causes another
problem. With the popularity of smartphones and entertainment applications, users
sometimes abuse the regulations of certain locations; for example using
entertainment applications in the workplace. To address these problems, we have
proposed a system that can be helpful in restricting the smartphone application
usage and also rectify the problem of finding location relevant applications, by
automatically delivering the application on user’s smartphone with respect to user’s
context information. To better understand the functionalities and need for such a
system to exist, consider the following three scenarios.
Scenario 1: Finding the appropriate application
A customer named Adam enters a shop and wants to find the application for this
particular shop so that Adam can browse through different offers, catalogues or find
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information relative to any product. Adam searches for application for shop and
ends up in having multiple applications as a search result. This leaves Adam unsure
of which application to download and so he starts trying different applications.
Using AppaaS, as soon as Adam enters a shop, an application is delivered to his
mobile device with his consent. Adam can use this application which is relevant to
his context within the store. When he leaves the store, the application stores its
current state for Adam’s future use and application is removed afterwards. Next
time, when Adam visits the same store or any store that shares the same application,
the application will be brought back to Adam’s smartphone and will resume from
same state where Adam last left the phone.
Scenario 2: User-aware application
Adam and his friend John enter a shop where Adam has membership. Adam is
looking for an application which is for membership holders only so that he can see
which offers are valid for membership holders. As soon as Adam and John enter the
shop, John gets the application which is for all the regular customers and Adam gets
the application which is for the membership holding customers only. It is also
possible that both Adam and John will get the same application but the application
might have different access rights defined. In this scenario, some functionality
within the application might not be available to John but Adam will be able to
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access all functionalities within application. This choice was made since AppaaS
takes into account the user’s context information and based on that, AppaaS can
decide which application is relevant to which user.
Scenario 3: Controlling the Application Behavior
Suppose Adam is at his workplace now. Adam as an employer has access to some
confidential data which should be accessible by Adam only. To access this data,
AppaaS installs or activates enterprises application functionality on his phone.
With AppaaS, it would be possible that an enterprise can restrict access to critical
functionalities at cafeterias, coffee rooms and break lounges. Similarly, AppaaS can
also be helpful in restricting access to certain business-related applications or
certain functionalities within the application inside a defined area. Different
restrictions can be applied to different users/employees based on their location.

1.2 Objective
The main objective of this thesis is to present a system that can provide a user with
any application relevant to any location automatically to their smartphone so that
the user doesn’t have to struggle to find the right application. The proposed system
also aims at customizing the behavior of applications residing on user’s smartphone
with respect to user’s identity, location and time context information.
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1.3 Thesis-Contribution
This thesis presents AppaaS, a system that aims at providing context-aware services
to the users based on their context information. Our proposed system takes into
account the user’s identity and personal information, location and time information,
relevant to the situation or activity the user is currently involved in. Relevant to
user’s context information, our system aims at providing the user with the most
relevant services in the form of smartphone applications. AppaaS also aims at
restricting the availability of applications and the functionalities within application
based on user’s context. In case the application is made unavailable to user,
application’s current state is also preserved to make sure that the application is
resumed after it is being made available to the user again.

1.4 Thesis Organization
In Chapter 2, we provide the background and discuss related research. Chapter 3
presents our proposed system and contains detailed description of different
components of our system, how they stick together and how they communicate
between each other. Chapter 4 covers our prototype implementation and its
evaluation is further discussed in Chapter 5. Chapter 6 concludes the thesis and
highlights future research work.
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Chapter 2
Background and Related Work
Service provisioning is evolving every day. This evolution is focused on
personalizing the services for users. Personalized services are customized to a
users’ context to enhance the user’s experience by making it more tailored to user’s
needs. This personalizing of services relevant to user’s context is also known as
context-aware services. Context is any information that characterizes the situation
of an entity and that entity can be a person, place or object depending on the
situation it is relevant to [15]. The primary types of context information can be the
user’s identity, location information, activity currently involved in or status and
time [16]. If a system is aware of a user’s context information and can use this
information to modify its behavior or output in a way that it enhances user
experience, then the system is known as context-aware system.
In this research, we propose a context-aware system for mobile application
dissemination and control, which provisions mobile applications as a service on
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demand with the appropriate access constraints. Our proposed system AppaaS uses
user’s identity, location, device profile, user’s ratings and time as user’s context and
uses this to personalize the services in order to make users’ experience more
personalized.

2.1 Overview of Context-Awareness
Context-aware systems can have two types of actions, context-dependent action and
context-triggered action [15]. Context-triggered action is the action taken in
response to any change in context information. Context-dependent action is any
system performing any action which is relevant to user’s current context
information. An example for context-triggered action is where the user’s mobile
phone changes its behavior if the user is unavailable.
Context-awareness has been widely used as topic for research since it was
first introduced by Schilit and Theimer in 1994 [44]. To fetch the user’s context,
various sensors are required to sense the environment. Most of these sensors and
sensing capabilities are available in mobile phones. For example, user location can
be determined using Global Positioning System (GPS), cellular network, Near Field
Communication (NFC), Wi-Fi, Bluetooth and Infra-Red Sensors.

Similarly, time

information can be fetched from a mobile device, user’s schedule context
information can be fetched through schedulers available on mobile devices and
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user’s preferences can be taken through mobile device input. All the types of
fetched context can be used to enhance the user’s experience. For example the
information from the daily planner or scheduler on device can be used to fetch
information about user’s upcoming meetings and appointments and therefore using
this information the mobile phone and applications on mobile device can modify
their behavior. If the user is scheduled to be in meeting on the user’s mobile device,
then ideally during that time the phone alerts should turn to silent mode or all the
incoming calls can be directly forwarded to voice mail service. The accelerometer
on a mobile device can be used to determine if the user is walking, driving or static.
For example, if the user is driving, the phone should adapt in a way that it only
allows the calls to be answered if the user has a hands free device attached to the
mobile phone; if not all the calls should be forwarded to voice mail service or a
personalized message can be sent automatically through user’s mobile device. The
microphone of a mobile device can be used as an audio recognition tool and can be
used to provide different services. Consider the scenario in which the user is in very
loud surrounding. The vibration mode of mobile device and the volume of ringing
tone of the user’s mobile device can be automatically adjusted to avoid missing
calls should the user forgot to turn off the silent mode. The location information
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fetched from the mobile device can be used to provide users with context-aware
LBS.
The Context Toolkit [18] proposed a framework that provides context
widgets that can be helpful in providing context information taken from the
operating environment to different applications. These context widgets provide
applications with the user’s location information without the application having to
know about underlying technology to determine the location. The context
information provided is also abstract in a way that it matches the requirements of
applications [18].
CybreMinder [19] proposed a system that enhances the reminder application
experience on mobile phones. Their proposed system allows the user to create a
reminder either for himself or for multiple other third party users and during the
creation procedure, the user can specify various situation conditions in which the
reminder should or should not be triggered based on the receiving user’s context
information. comMotion [20] also provides the reminder service based on user’s
location as context information. During the creation of the reminder, location is
specified and as soon as the user reaches the defined location, the reminder is sent
to the user. Bayesphone [21] proposed a system that allows management of calls on
mobile phones based on the users availability predicted through Bayesian user
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model. Hydrogen Context-Framework [18] is also a three layered context
framework specially designed for mobile devices.

2.2 Location Based Services (LBS)
Services provided to an entity with respect to its geographical positioning are
known as LBS where an entity can either be human or non-human [1]. An example
of services provided to a non-human is tracking a shipment of any goods traveling
from one point to another and its location being tracked in order to anticipate the
estimated time of travel. Another example of non-human entity being served
according to its geographical location is tracking trains to improve the railway
service. In case of entity being human, the geographical location can be used to
provide users with services that are relevant their location.
LBS can be categorized into two types; user-requested or Pull (LBS) and the
one triggered due to an entity’s current geographical location are known as Push
(LBS) [2]. User-triggered request is when a user uses their location to find
information for example getting driving directions using Google Maps. Push LBS
in contrast to Pull LBS is when the service is provided to an entity relative to its
location. This is different than Pull services in a way that services are offered only
when available unlike Pull services where the user has to check for services
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available occasionally and hence ends up consuming network resources even when
there is no service available [3].
To provide services relative to a geographical location, it is very important
to have precise information about the location. To find accurate location of an
entity, multiple sensors are required to be deployed. New mobile phones have
multiple sensors integrated in them which can be used to determine the location in
order to provide seamless and ubiquitous LBS [4]. There are various ways to
determine the location of users. Some are useful for indoor location detection and
some are helpful in determining the outdoor location. Currently, all of the
technologies available vary in terms of preciseness, consumption of resources and
difficulty involved in implementation. Following are some of the technologies
currently used in determining the location of a user.

2.2.1 Global Positioning System (GPS)
For outdoor location detection, GPS is most commonly used. GPS is integrated in
most of the new mobile devices; this is due to the ease of connecting to the GPS
satellites. The GPS was initially designed in 1978 for military purposes but was first
made selectively available in 1995 and in 2000, was completely available for
civilian usage [5]. GPS allows the location detection in the range of 3m to 15m.
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GPS is the preferred source for location detection, but one of the drawbacks of GPS
is that the GPS receiver should be in the line of sight of the sky. This is due to the
fact that GPS receiver receives signals from satellites and if there is any obstruction
between the sky and the receiver, the GPS signals are lost. This renders GPS
unusable for indoor locations or even in outdoor locations where buildings obstruct
the sky and the reception of signals. Another drawback of GPS is high usage of
battery.
2.2.2 Assisted GPS (A-GPS)
A-GPS is a more efficient location detection mechanism. As the name suggests, it
uses GPS Satellites and is assisted by the Base Transceiver System (BTS). By
assisting GPS in tracking the satellites the time required to complete the search is
reduced. A-GPS also reduces power consumption and lengthens the life of the
battery. The results of A-GPS in terms of accuracy are much better than GPS since
A-GPS uses the knowledge of both BTS and GPS Satellites [45].

2.2.3 Enhanced Observed Time Difference (E-OTD)
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EOTD uses a triangulation method between BTSs to determine the location of a
mobile device. Round trip time is used to determine the distance from different
serving stations in order to calculate the mobile devise’s location.
2.2.4 Cell-ID
The Cell-ID system uses the information from a serving cell and based on the
mobile phones distance and signal strength from serving mobile network cell, the
location of user is detected. The information received using Cell-ID is highly
dependent on the type of cell serving. The location detection can be precise to 100m
in case of a mobile device served by pico-cell [2]. This source of information can be
helpful in case the device has problems connecting to GPS which can be due to
either absence of GPS receiver in device or due to weak GPS signals
2.2.5 Time of Arrival (TOA)
To detect location using TOA, a signal is sent from the mobile device and is
received by numerous Location Measurement Units (LMUs). LMU measures the
time required for a signal from a mobile device to reach the LMU and then uses the
arrival time to locate the mobile device. The drawback of this technique is the cost
of installing LMUs at every BTS which makes it a very expensive choice.
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Figure 2.1: Qualitative comparison of location detection techniques [45]

Amongst all the techniques discussed for outdoor location detection, A-GPS
has the most accurate results since it uses the accuracy of both GPS and BTS.
Figure 2.1 shows the qualitative comparison of all the techniques discussed.
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2.2.6 Indoor Location Detection
Indoor Location Detection is one of the main concerns of LBS. This is because of
GPS failing to work indoors and the results obtained through location detection via
network resources are not precise. One of the ways to determine the indoor location
is through WLAN or Wi-Fi. The signal strength received through different known
serving Access Points is weighted and then the distance is estimated based on which
access point is serving with the highest signal strength [6]. The location detected
using Wi-Fi can range between 1m to 10m or more [14]. There has been a lot of
research done in order to improve the indoor location detection. RADAR [7] is a
system which uses radio frequencies to determine indoor location. Besides this,
some of the early and prominent research done in order to resolve the issue of
indoor location includes Active Badge [8] which uses infra-red transmitting badges
pinned on a user to communicate with different sensors deployed indoors to
determine the location of user. Likewise, Active Bat [9] is a proposed system for
indoor location detection using ultra sound. Currently, one of the new technologies
integrated in mobile devices is NFC tag reader. Indoor location detection can also
be carried out using NFC tags which can carry some data, this capability can be
used to store location information.
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After successful location detection, the next challenge is to how to use the
location information to provide services to users. It is also important to see if the
information is relevant to only one user or a group of users. Consider the location
based service which informs users of sales but only to the users which are close to
the location offering a sale. Similarly location based service providing route
navigation can be improved if location of a group of users could be determined with
respect to their movement. Technique which uses the information about users’
location but also groups of users, if they are moving in same direction, is known as
clustering [10]. There has been relative research done to cluster groups of users for
example [12] and [13].
Google Maps is one of the most often used applications on mobile phones
for location based navigation services. There are many applications for on-road
navigation that keep users informed of the real-time traffic status as well. It is also
widely used for different information sources for example providing location based
weather details, news report, special deals and several other entertainment options.
Due to improved indoor location detection, using LBS, users can be provided with
site maps and directions for different shops in large shopping malls. It has also been
very helpful in providing better services during emergencies [2].
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LBS are helpful but one of the biggest concerns is privacy. Since the users’
information is shared with system, it can be misused as well. If the user is found in
any shopping mall, the location information of user can be used to send him
different advertisements relevant to the location. The privacy issue has been
addressed in different researches. Xiaobo Peng et al. [14] were the first ones to
highlight user needs and privacy issues related to LBS.

2.3 Identity and Time aware Services
User identity, as context information, is used to uniquely distinguish between
different people using the same system. User identity is also used to maintain
information relevant to users. Every service provisioning system needs to keep
record of various unique services that a user is eligible for and hence is required to
implement various access rights. A user’s identity can be either his name, email
address or any combination of letters and numbers to specify a unique identity so
that the system can distinguish between each user, as is true for many online
services.
Time as a context information which is used to provide services that are
time based. There are many services that are available only during certain hours.
Services usually that are shared between multiple users are offered to every user
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between specific times. To maintain fair quota of services time context is very
helpful in regulating fairness policies. Besides regulating fairness in service
provisioning, time context is also very helpful in event keeping. For example in a
secured environment, user’s identity and time both can be used to maintain
information about users accessing services.

2.4 Context-Aware Services
LBS are the services provided to users with respect to their location. Adding
context-awareness to LBS enhances the experience of LBS. Let’s consider an
example presented by Tongyu Zhu et al [23] where a scenario in which a restaurant
finder outcomes a “best” restaurant choice for a user depending on his close
proximity in terms of distance but not his preference which can be the cost of food,
type of food or anything else. Therefore, other context information pertinent to
user’s context information can be helpful in providing him more personalized
services. Another example of Context-aware LBS can be a service for deals and
offers for users in any particular area not only taking into account the location of
users but also the preferences of users hence providing them with offers and deals
which will only interest them. Following, we will see some of the systems that
have used context-aware services for the research.
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Abhaya Asthana et al. [24] propose a system that maintains a users’
information database. Using this information stored on the centralized server in a
shopping center along with the information about different products and different
stores, shoppers can be provided with audio and visual guide on the device that is
capable of presenting the visual and audio information using the wireless network.
Likewise, Cyberguide [25] is a proposed system for mobile context-aware tour
guide. Using the history of locations user has visited, Cyberguide provides users
with location information comparable to information provided by a tour guide.
CareDB [26] is a proposed system which not only takes into account users’
location information but also relies on user’s preferences. For example, a user when
searching for a restaurant, search for the one which is in not only user’s proximity,
but also take into account one’s preferences, dietary conditions, preferences based
on cost of food, type of food, etc. When queried for search, CareDB searches for
user’s preferred search in the Data-base specific context. Data-base specific context
keeps different databases for restaurants, hotels and taxis. While searching for a
restaurant, location context information from the user is used in order to provide
better search results. CareDB [26] also maintains the environmental context which
it uses for traffic information, weather reports, news, etc. Chulbum Ahn and
Yunmook Nah [27] have proposed a context-aware location based service called
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LOCA. Their proposed system introduces the concept of smart spaces where the
clients can use their smartphones to get desired services from service providers
based on their context information.
As mentioned earlier, privacy is a key issue when taking users context
information into account. For example a user might subscribe to a service that
provides LBS based on user context. If any of this information is used maliciously,
it can be a threat to the user’s identity and will also result in discouraging user’s to
provide their context information. Therefore, to avoid this issue, researchers have
highlighted the issue of privacy in context-aware environments. Different
architectures have been proposed that employ context-aware services keeping in
mind the importance of privacy.
Amir Salar Amoli et al. propose a protocol 2PLOC [28] or Preserve Privacy
in LBS which issues a ticket whenever a user’s information is required and this
ticket can only be used once. This ticket also separates the user’s personal
information and user’s location information and upon using the user’s location
information, the ticket is discarded.
CAP [29] also addresses the same privacy concern, highlighting the issue
that a user’s location information can be stored on the third party LBS server when
the user sends his precise location to request LBS. Besides this user IP information
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can also be used maliciously at the server end to detect the user’s location. CAP
offers perturbing component which is used to protect the location information and
to protect the IP information, it has Anonymous Routing Component. When a user
requests the location based service, the request is passed to the third party service
provider through an anonymous server which protects the user’s IP information.

2.5 State Preservation
Currently available mobile platforms only offer state preservation at the application
level. Mobile operating systems store the variables and different parameters used in
an application inside the locally maintained databases on the mobile device. To
better understand that on the operating system level, we will look at current
research on state preservation on Linux OS.
The aim of state preservation is to freeze a process. Currently we have seen
this working at the Operating System level. For example, a user is working on a
laptop and he leaves for coffee break. User closes the lid of his laptop and when he
comes back, opens the laptop and the system resume from where he left it. Even if
the battery of laptop goes out during the time the lid of laptop was closed, the OS
will hibernate the whole system and as soon as the laptop is powered on again, the
whole OS resumes from where it was left. This is the feature of hibernation or the
state preservation of the entire Operating System. What is going on the back-end is
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that before the laptop runs out of battery or even if the user manually tells the
operating system to hibernate, the system makes an image of the entire operating
system with all the applications running and saves it on the disk. When the system
resumes, it uses that image file to resume from where it left off.
State preservation at an application level is known as Checkpointing, the
process of taking different snapshots of an application while it is running. [33].
Checkpointing is usually done to preserve the state of an application running on any
system. In case of system failure, if you have a previously saved state of any
application, it can be used to resume the application from the same state. Consider a
task intensive application which needs to finish a long task. In case of failure, the
application will not have to restart the whole process from the scratch but can
resume it from the same point the last time snapshot was taken and checkpoint was
created and can now be used for rollback recovery [34].
Some of the current implementations allow process migration as well after
the checkpoint has been created and if the state has been saved. For example you
are running a process on one machine and you decide to change the system on
which it is running. With successful checkpointing, you can save the current state of
application and can resume it on a different machine. However while check
pointing, it is also very important to see how the process is running. For example
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sometimes a process may be used by any other application as well, or a process
might be interacting with other processes while it is running. It is also possible that
the process might be engaged in network communication, so while the state is
saved, it is important for a mechanism which is handling checkpointing to handle
these important issues as well. For example in distributed shared memory system
where a process is involved in multitasking, it is important to checkpoint all the
processes that are involved in computation at the point of suspension and similarly
at the time of resuming, it will still be important for checkpointing application to
bring back the interacting applications to the same point as the process which is
being resumed, otherwise the process might not work properly.
Currently there are multiple practical implementations of checkpointing on
Linux/Unix operating systems. We will look at these since they are used as backend systems for some of the smartphone operating systems.
Cryopid [36] is a process state preservation package which saves the state of
a process in a way that saves the state of parent process and all its children
processes as well. It saves the state on a self-executable and self-extractable file and
the saved file can be used to resume the operation from the checkpoint itself.
During the state preservation, Cryopid [36] also saves the state of all the opened
files, sockets and pipes that the process currently is using. This is done in order to
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allow the successful operation of process when it is resumed again; even when it is
resumed on some different machine where there might be some missing libraries as
well. Current implementation of Cryopid [36] is supported on Linux version 2.4 and
2.6 without any root privileges. It works on x86 systems and also in AMD64. It
supports running and stopping a process multiple times and the saved state can also
be used on different kernels (such as 2.4 and 2.6).
Distributed MultiThreaded Checkpointing or DMTCP [37] is another tool to
checkpoint multiple applications that are multi-threaded and span over different
machines connected through sockets. Among the applications currently supported
by DMTCP [37] are MPI, MATLAB, Perl, Python and several other programming
and scripting languages. Among the other packages available for current
checkpointing technologies are OpenVZ [38] and Berkeley Lab Checkpoint/Restart
(BLCR) [39].

2.6 Related Work
Our research is based on recent efforts that provide context-aware services to the
users on their mobile devices. Currently, there are many systems that take into
consideration the user’s location in order to provide the user with the appropriate
location-based services [1], [2] and [4]. We have discussed the previous research
efforts towards this aspect earlier in this chapter. In this section, we study the
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systems that share the same concern of providing users with context-aware services
on their mobile devices and highlight the distinguished features and contributions of
our proposed system.
MST [30] provides site-specific services on smartphones. Their research
provides WAP like interface to users which can be used to take various types of
input from users. On smartphones an application (MSE) which helps in interacting
with the site located Server Software (MST) runs on either Linux or Windows OS.
For connection establishment their system uses Visual Tag on the site which is read
using the smartphone’s camera. The visual tag contains the Bluetooth device
address and once the address is discovered, the user’s smartphone connects with
MST server software to get various services.
Our system in contrast to [30] provides services in the form of smartphone
applications. A smartphone application can carry much more information than the
information that could be conveyed through WAP-like user input interface. Our
system also delivers different applications on basis of the user’s context information
rather than users having to choose which functionality they require.
Appoke [31] also addresses the same problem domain that we have. Appoke
is an online social app store and it recommends to its users the applications that
user’s online socially connected friends either use or comment on. Users can
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subscribe to each other and then can follow the feed of smartphone applications’
relevant updates. This way if a user’s subscribed friend installs an application, the
user will be notified and can then open that application.
Which App? also tries to solve this problem in a different way [32]. They
recommend applications to users on the basis of their recent applications usage and
how they rate these applications. Based on the recent pattern of application use they
recommend new applications to the users.
Our proposed system AppaaS offers advantages over both [31] and [32] in
terms of relevance since our system delivers applications on the user’s smartphone
based on the location of user. Not only is the application delivery system based on
the user’s location but it also is helpful in restricting the use of certain applications
in a space or location.
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AppaaS is a system that aims at providing users with services delivered in the form
of mobile applications. These services are provided to the user based on their
context information. AppaaS can also provide restrictions on operations that can be
performed within mobile applications. Applications are delivered and removed
from a user’s device based on his context information. In case of application
removal, AppaaS preserves the state of application associated with user’s identity
on the AppaaS Server and resumes the application from the last known state
whenever the application is delivered to user again.
In this chapter we provide the architecture and design of AppaaS. We start
by discussing context management and discuss how AppaaS manages different
context information fetched from a user’s mobile device. Then we present the
system architecture of AppaaS highlighting three main entities: mobile users,
location and AppaaS Server. Further we provide the design of two main parts of
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AppaaS, AppaaS Client Interface and AppaaS Server. Further, we discuss the
design of mCalc, a prototype application we developed to provide proof of concept
for the restriction of operations within applications; mCalc also demonstrates the
state preservation of applications delivered through AppaaS.

3.1 Context Management
AppaaS takes into account the user’s location, profile, device profile, user ratings
and current time as context. In the following we will discuss how these can be used
to enhance users’ experience.
3.1.1 Location
Space can be defined by any region, area or location defined by a boundary inside
which the location of a user can be detected, for example: a room, an auditorium or
an outdoor open area with specific boundaries inside which a user’s location can be
determined. As soon as a user’s presence is detected inside this confined area, space
relevant services can be provided. A location can also have multiple spaces in it.
For example consider an indoor shopping mall with small shops inside or a fair with
small stalls inside an arena, each small shop and small stall acting as a space.
There are multiple ways for a space to specify its boundaries. For example
in outdoor spaces, the best way would be to specify coordinates. Due to poor
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performance of GPS in indoor environments, other techniques can be used to define
such boundaries. For indoor spaces, users can detect their location information
using Wi-Fi and cellular based location detection mechanism (as discussed in
Chapter 2). Another way of defining a closed space is by deploying NFC tags at the
entrance and exit of a closed space. NFC tag readers are becoming more common in
new mobile devices and can be very helpful in determining precise room-based
location information. AppaaS uses NFC as its location detection mechanism. To
detect location using NFC, a user’s device must make contact with the NFC tag,
which provides evidence that a user has entered the defined space.
AppaaS uses NFC Tags that have location IDs (location_id) written in them.
As soon as the user enters into a space and his presence is detected to be inside a
space, the smartphone application fetches the location_id which is provided by the
space. This location_id is used by the AppaaS Server to provide each user with
location relevant services. Every space can have multiple applications associated
with it with various access constraints. Therefore, unique location_id is used to
distinguish between different applications available.
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3.1.2 Users Identity
User’s identity is used to distinguish between different users and is very helpful in
maintaining user’s preferences and usage record. This record can be helpful in
providing users with a more personalized experience.
AppaaS requires users to register so that user’s identity can be recorded.
During the registration process, the user provides and ID (say his email address),
which is used as user’s identity throughout the system. This ID is used by the user
to login into the system, and to use certain features which are dependent on user’s
ID.
3.1.3 Device Profile
Device profile defines which device is being used by the user. Specifically, it
provides information about the operating system currently running on the device,
version of current operating system and manufacturer of the device. This
information is important to decide which version of application should be provided
to the user so that the application delivered to user is compatible on user’s device.
3.1.4 User Ratings
AppaaS provides users with an option to rate the application that is delivered to the
users. This is to enhance the Quality of Service (QoS) offered by AppaaS. Based on
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the user rating of application delivered, AppaaS can improve the service delivery to
the users by offering users with the application which are preferred by users.
3.1.5 Time
AppaaS uses local time to implement access rights for different services offered by
the system. Certain users would have access to some applications only at specific
time periods. AppaaS can use all three user’s context information (location, identity
and time) to incorporate specific access rights.
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Figure 3.1: AppaaS system architecture

3.2 AppaaS System Architecture
AppaaS aims to cater the right mobile application with the right access regulations
according to the current context. Figure 3.1 shows an overview of the AppaaS
system architecture. The architecture encompasses three main entities, mobile user,
location, and AppaaS server. We assume that the user has a smartphone that is
capable of running mobile applications, the location is associated with particular
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mobile applications to better provide a specific service, and the AppaaS server is
hosted on the cloud and is continuously available.
AppaaS maintains a database that stores information about each of the
systems main entities, namely, users (U), spaces (S), and mobile applications (M).
A user u

U has a set of credentials Ru and an application m

M has a set of

access right Am. A user u is granted access to an application m if Ru satisfies Am.
Variations of access rights could be granted to a user according to how the user’s
credentials satisfy an application’s access constraints. Users are identified by their
user id (user_id), while applications are identified by a system-generated (app_id).
AppaaS sets the user_id to be the user’s email address. Similarly, spaces (or
locations) are identified by a numeric location_id representing a physical location s
S.
Each space s

S is associated with one or more mobile applications m

M. Once a registered user enters a designated space that is associated with mobile
application(s), the user’s smartphone detects the location and sends the location
information to AppaaS context manager. AppaaS collects the device profile during
communication sessions and retrieves respective context (such as user profile) from
the database. AppaaS then checks these various pieces of context information and
dispatches the appropriate application to the user’s smartphone. AppaaS sends a
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link to the application of interest, to the user’s smartphone, which is then
downloaded and installed. If the user has previously used this application, it starts
with the latest state that the user had left the application when it was suspended or
removed last time. It is possible that, according to the provided context, AppaaS
returns a response of “no relevant application fits current context”, even if the space
has already an associated mobile application. This might be because one or more
context values do not satisfy the access constraints of such an application. Upon
leaving the designated space, the user’s smartphone reports that the user is currently
outside the space and required actions are performed if applicable. The AppaaS
server again reassesses the current context and sends proper actions to follow.
These actions may include uninstalling or inactivating certain applications. In all
cases, the Context Manager stores any user-specific data related to the application
state, so that the application can resume with the same state in case the same user
returns in the future. After the users’ context information is successfully transferred
to the Context Manager, AppaaS would apply recommended actions.

3.2.1 AppaaS Client Interface
AppaaS Client Interface comprises of a graphical user interface (GUI) which is
used to take inputs from users, a Context Handler which collects different context
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information from users, and Service Delivery module that makes sure that services
are delivered in the form of applications relevant to the user’s context. AppaaS
Client Interface provides users with an interface, which can be used to provide
certain inputs. When a first time user registers with AppaaS, the user provides basic
information, which is sent to the AppaaS server. Upon successful registration, the
user is taken to a login screen, here the user provides the login information and
upon successful login, user’s relevant scheduling information is fetched from
AppaaS server. Based on information received, AppaaS Client Interface initiates
background service, which schedules to perform a certain operation at a specified
location and time. The background services are used to ensure that time dependent
operations are performed at the scheduled time even if the AppaaS Client Interface
has been terminated by the underlying operating system (OS). Current platforms are
designed to provide efficient performance on mobile devices. For example, Android
Mobile OS, in order to save memory resources of the device, applications which
have not been recently used by user are terminated after some time.
To sum up when a user enters a space that is associated with specific mobile
application. Upon entering the space, AppaaS initiates the process and sends user’s
personal information along with the context information to the server. AppaaS
context server handles the request and finds the application that is relevant to user’s
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location and once delivered, that application is accessible by the user within specific
time constraint.
The reason for providing the services to the users in the form of mobile
applications is due to the power of both the mobile phone applications and the
mobile phones themselves. For example in earlier implementations of contextaware systems, the services were provided to the users in the form of web pages or
WAP-like user interfaces [30]. Those services were only capable of taking and
providing very limited information to and from users. Mobile device applications
can perform many operations. They can be used for indoor navigation [2], provide
users with location relevant information [3] and can be used for taking any kind of
input from users as well.
AppaaS is responsible for making sure whenever there are location relevant
applications, the user should be able to have access to them. Another responsibility
of AppaaS Client Interface is to customize the way other mobile applications work
according to various contexts. These access rights and regulations are defined on
the server side of the system. For example, social or gaming applications can be
controlled during business hours and their access is restricted according to
prescribed regulations. If the user is at work, entertainment applications should be
removed from the smartphone but as soon as it is time for a break or the user enters
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the cafeteria, entertainment applications should be brought back to user’s
smartphone.
3.2.2 AppaaS Server
AppaaS server encompasses Context Manager, Applications Storage and the
Databases.
The Context Manager manages users’ context information. Applications
storage contains all the application packages that are available for all different
users. Similarly, the database keeps different information relevant to services
available for users. AppaaS Server maintains this database for all the users’
personal information, the information about all the locations or spaces and services
or applications that are available by the service or application provider for different
users. The user provides the AppaaS Server with the location context and the
personal identity. The server responds to the request with the applications available
to the user.

3.3 How it all integrates
In this section, we explain different components of the system and how they
communicate with one another. Figure 3.2 shows the messages passed between
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Figure 3.2: Logical interaction between various system entities

different entities starting from the point when user enters the space to the point
when user leaves the space.
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As seen in Figure 3.2, when a user enters the space or location, the
smartphone application of AppaaS fetches the location_id of the space. The
location_id can be one of two types alphabetical or numerical.
After fetching the location_id from the space, the user’s smartphone sends
the context information to the Context Manager. On the server end, the server
checks for the type of request made by the user. If the user has requested an
application that has an alphabetical location_id, AppaaS will immediately send the
application link to the smartphone and the application will be installed. If the user
had previously used this application, it will resume form the same point where user
last left the application or when the application was last removed from user’s
smartphone. In the case where the location_id is all numerical, i.e. 5 digit distinct
number, the server checks if the user has an access to the requested application.
Upon successful verification, the server provides AppaaS smartphone application
with the link to the application and the application is installed on user’s smartphone.
The user can now open the application until they leave the space.
When the user leaves the space and his location is detected to be outside the
location, all the user specific application data is stored back on the server. This is
done so that the application can be resumed from the saved state. After the user’s
data is successfully
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Figure 3.3: Interaction between System Components

transferred to the Context Manager, the application is removed from the user’s
smartphone. Figure 3.3 shows the interaction between AppaaS Client Interface and
the AppaaS Server.
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Figure 3.4: Customization of an application’s behavior with respect to time context

3.4 AppaaS Processes
AppaaS customizes the behavior of applications running on user’s smartphone with
respect to user’s time, identity and location context information. To portray this
functionality, we look into how different components of the system interact with
each other to make it possible. Figure 3.4 shows the message passing between
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different components showing the customization of applications during the
preferred time period.
On AppaaS Context manager, the preferences for the time duration and
location information relative to a particular user can be provided. The user’s
smartphone performs the normal operation unless it is time specified for
recommended actions. As it can be seen from Figure 3.4, on the scheduled time, the
time based services are initiated. The smartphone application which is part of
AppaaS requests the server for the information regarding the recommended action.
It queries for the list of applications that need to be removed from the user’s
smartphone and similarly also for the list of applications that need to be installed on
the server.
During the scheduled time period for the recommended actions the
smartphone can access only the applications permitted. After the time period for the
recommended action expires, the smartphone is brought back to its normal
operation by undoing all the changes that were made.
3.4.1 User’s Registration Process
When the user starts using the system the first time, he or she needs to register with
the system for authentication so that location relevant applications can be provided
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to user. Following steps demonstrate the user’s registration process and Figure 3.5
depicts the sequence diagram of the registration process.


User enters his or her name in the field Name and Email Address on AppaaS
smartphone application.



HTTP Post request is sent to Context Manager with user’s name and email
address.



Context Manager receives a request to add the user into database.
SQL Statement:
INSERT INTO users (name, user_id) VALUES
('$_POST[name]','$_POST[email]' )"



Context Manager checks if the user has been added
SQL Statement:
SELECT user_id FROM users WHERE
user_id=$_POST[email]



Upon successful registration, a confirmation email is sent to user and user’s
email address is used as user_id for future use.
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Figure 3.5: Sequence Diagram for User's Registration Process

3.4.2 User Login Process
It is important to login because all the actions are taken on the basis of the user’s
Identity. Following steps are executed while the user attempts to login into AppaaS
system:


User provide login ID and password.



Login ID and password is used to request server for authentication.
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Upon successful login, database is queried to see if any set of rules have
been defined for the user’s smartphone recommended behavior during any
time period inside a defined space. If there are any rules defined,
information is provided to AppaaS Smartphone application to schedule the
operation of those tasks.

3.4.3 Application Request Process
When the user enters a location, AppaaS smartphone application fetches the
location_id. This ID is used to determine which application is to be provided to the
user based on his or her access rights.


User posts to Context Manager the location_id representing different
applications.



Context Manager gets the location_id in the form of string.



Context Manager then performs the following operation to distinguish
between applications based on their access rights and to deliver the
application link to AppaaS Client Interface:
if

(is_numeric($_POST[app_info]))

{SQL: SELECT * FROM applications_secured WHERE
location = ($_POST[app_info]) && user_id =
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($_POST[email])
return user ($row[link])
}
elseif
{
SQL: SELECT * FROM applications WHERE location =
($_POST[app_info])
return user ($row[link])


Upon getting the link of the application which is relevant to user’s location,
the AppaaS smartphone application downloads and installs this new
application.



User can now run location aware application delivered to his or her
smartphone.

3.5 State Preservation
State preservation refers to the process of applications saving their latest status and
user-specific data for future access. Current mobile platforms do not natively
support state preservation at any level. However individual applications can manage
their own state at different levels depending on the requirement of the application.
For example, applications may use checkpointing techniques [42], [43] to suspend
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and resume their execution or for migration purposes. However, an applicationindependent state preservation of user-specific data remains challenging. To this
end, our current implementation of AppaaS assumes that applications would
provide two proprietary APIs for the purpose of state preservation as shown in
figure 3.6. One API saves the application’s current state, where all user-specific
data is saved in a file. The other API uploads an application state from a file when
the application re-launches as demonstrated in figure 3.7.
Listing 3.1 shows the abstract structure of the state preservation file.
AppaaS saves the application-specific data in XML format. The file contains
information about the application and the associated context, such as the user and
location information as well as all the various user-specific variables and
parameters that can resume the application from the same point where it stopped at.
For each application-specific parameter, AppaaS saves the parameter name, data
type, and its latest value in memory. Once the file object is created and parameters
are saved, AppaaS updates the database tables and inserts a new record that
associates the application ID, user ID, and location ID with a state file name. Then,
the file object is transferred to the server side. The state file name is composed of
the application ID, user ID and location ID.
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Listing 3.1: An abstract structure of the application state preservation file in XML
format.
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<application>
<name> app_name</name>
<ID> application_id </ID>
</applicaton>
<context>
<user>
<ID>user_id </ID>
</user>
<location>
<ID>location_id</ID
</location>
</context>
<data>
<parameter>
<name>paramter_name</name>
<type>data_type</type>
<value>parameter_value</value>
</paramter>
<parameter>
<name>paramter_name</name>
<type>data_type</type>
<value>parameter_value</value>
</paramter>
.
.
</data>
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When a user launches back a location-specific application, AppaaS checks if
the user has a previous saved state of this particular application for this specific
location. If a match found in the database, the system retrieves the state file to the
user side and resumes the application from where it stopped last time. It’s worth
mentioning that the current AppaaS implementation does not keep track of all
pervious states and keeps only the latest application state (if applicable). It is also
worth noticing that although the state file structure is generic, the state information
and parameters are application specific.
In Android platforms [47], activities are managed by an activity stack,
where recent activities reside on top. An Android activity may switch between four
essential states, namely running, paused, stopped, and killed. An activity
is in the running state when it is active and running in the foreground of the user
screen. When the activity is out of focus but still alive, the Android platform puts
the activity in the paused state. In that case the activity maintains all its current
state information. When the activity is invisible to the user, it means that this
activity is in the stopped mode and all its state information is still maintained.
Android system always kills stopped activities first when system memory is
required by any other activity. Figure 3.8 shows the entire lifecycle of Android
activities. The square rectangle shapes represent the different methods that an
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saveState()

Mobile Application

State

loadState()

Figure 3.6: Mobile application provides two APIs, one to save the state and one to load the
state.

Figure 3.7: State Preservation API

Android developer needs to implement to perform operations/functions while
activates switch between various states.
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Figure 3.8: Android activity lifecycle (re-produced from [47])
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Prototype Implementation
This chapter presents AppaaS implementation details. As mentioned earlier in
Chapter 3, AppaaS has three main entities: mobile user, location and AppaaS
Server. These three entities are implemented into two parts. The first is AppaaS
Client Interface that resides on the mobile side which enables users to communicate
with the context-aware services. The second includes the AppaaS Server, which is
responsible for handling context information relevant to users. AppaaS Server is
also responsible for service provisioning in the form of mobile application(s) along
with the recommended actions.
We developed the AppaaS Client Interface on an Android platform [39]
SDK version 10 or higher, which is compatible with Android version 2.3.3 [40] and
later platforms. AppaaS Server resides on an online web hosting service and the
database has been implemented using MySQL database system.
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Figure 4.1: AppaaS components and process flow

4.1 AppaaS System Architecture
AppaaS Client Interface has multiple processes to perform various operations to
achieve the goals that are mentioned in earlier Section 1.1, ‘Motivation.’ Different
processes residing on AppaaS Client Interface communicate with each other and
with AppaaS Context-Management Server, to send different types of information.
Figure 4.1 shows the flow of processes on the AppaaS Client Interface.
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As illustrated in Figure 4.1, the application starts with the Login process. If
the user has already registered with AppaaS, he may continue by logging in, or he
may go to the registration screen. User registration is handled by Registration
process which is explained in Section 4.3. Once the user is successfully
authenticated, AppaaS main process daemon is initiated. This is the main activity of
AppaaS where a process called Access Controller is started first followed by
another process called nfcOperation. Customization of applications on user’s
mobile device is initiated at Access Controller. An operation called nfcOperation is
responsible for determining the user’s location. In our prototype implementation,
the user’s location is detected by NFC. This is achieved by bringing the smartphone
close to NFC Tag and that provides the precise evidence that user has entered the
space. Upon the successful retrieval of user’s location context, the applications
which are relevant to user’s various contexts are highlighted on the user’s mobile
device. Similarly, user’s context relevant actions are initiated at Alarm Receiver
Process when the time for their operation is scheduled by the system.
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Figure 4.2: Registration user
interface

We continue our discussion and look into the details of the different process
involved and how they communicate with one another to provide the user with a
seamless experience.

4.2 Registration Process
The registration process is used when user first registers with system. Registering
with AppaaS is straight forward. Three fields are required to be filled by user
namely, Full Name, Email Address and Password as shown in Figure 4.2. When a
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user enters the three required fields, another process known as httpService begins to
query the AppaaS Server to add a new account in the database. httpService is
responsible for the communication between AppaaS user components and server
components. The database maintains the records of all users and their account
information in the “logins” table. The structure of the ‘logins' table is shown in
Table 4.1.
The httpService process is used to request the addition of a user. On the
server side, three inputs from user’s device end are taken and addition of user is
queried to the SQL database as follows.

INSERT INTO logins (full_name, user_id, password) VALUES
('$_GET['full_name'], $_GET['user_id'],
$_GET['password'])

Once the user account is successfully created, the user may proceed to the
login page and connect to the system. Figure 4.3 shows a block diagram of all the
steps involved in registration process.
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Table 4.1: The structure of the 'logins' database table

Field

Type

full_name

varchar(45)

user_id

varchar(45)

Constraints

[PK], valid email
address

password

varchar(8)

{[A-Z], [a-z], [0-9]}

Figure 4.3: Registration Process Flow Diagram
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Figure 4.4: Login user interface

4.3 Login Process
Figure 4.4 shows the user interface for logging into the system. This is where the
user starts to communicate with AppaaS every time. In the Login screen, the user
provides the email address and password provided during the registration process.
Throughout AppaaS’s implementation, the user’s email address is used for user
identification. When the user clicks the login button, httpService process sends the
email address and password to the server for authentication. Once login name and
password are verified against the stored records, another database table defined as
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‘app_scheduler’ is queried for the scheduling information relevant to the user’s
identity. AppaaS server responds to the request made by httpService with the
package name and scheduling time period if the authentication of user was
successful.

Table 4.2 shows the field and format information for table

‘app_scheduler.’
In Table 4.2, the user_id field represents the user’s identity, the package
holds the name of the Android application package name and the field’s start_time
and end_time define the time slots during which the user has access to this
application. This field uses a 24-hour time format. Every Android application has
package names associated to it usually formatted as com.application.name. The
package name is required to perform any operation on an application.
Upon verifying the user’s ID and password and retrieving appropriate access
rights and time constraints, the user is taken to the new activity called casActivity
also shown as AppaaS Main Process earlier in Figure 4.1. The whole process flow
of Login operation is shown in Figure 4.5.
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Figure 4.5: Login Process Flow Diagram

Table 4.2: Database table 'app_scheduler'

Field

Type

Comments

user_id

varchar(45)

User’s identity

package

varchar(45)

start_time

varchar(5)

Used for referring to an
application.
Format:
com.application.name
24-H format

end_time

varchar(5)

24-H format
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4.4 AppaaS Main Process
After the successful verification of the user, AppaaS Main Process is started. Figure
4.1, shows that AppaaS main process initiates Access Controller process and after
that, NFC Scanning operation, ‘nfcOperation’ is initiated.
AppaaS Main Process gets the scheduling information from AppaaS server
when the user logs into the system. This information includes the time period and
list of applications represented by their package name on which the recommended
operation needs to be performed. AppaaS Main Process schedules a background
task through Time Handler process which uses Android Alarm Manager [41] and
schedules to start a process suggested by the server at a specific time.

4.5 NFC Scanner
The main task of the NFC Scanning process is to read the NFC Data Exchange
Format (NDEF) messages. The data on the NFC Tag can be used by multiple
applications. The format can be a URI or any of the standard MIME Types. In our
case, we use plain text to write data on a NFC Tag. Two different types of messages
are used. The first type message starts with “ENTER:” followed by five digit
location_id, viz. ENTER: LOCID. The second type of message starts with “EXIT:”
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followed by five digit location_id viz. EXIT: LOCID. The location_id can either be
all numerical or alphabetical representing a physical location, which is associated
with specific application. The numerical location indicates that the location is
associated with a restricted-access type of application, where the alphabetical
characters location_id indicates that the location is associated with an open
application that is publically available. After the NDEF message is read from the
tag, the message is sent back to AppaaS Main Process (see Figure 4.1). The process
AppaaS Main Process then checks if the message is for a user entering or exiting a
space. Based on the message received from NFC Tag, AppaaS Main Process
initiates Downloader process if the user is entering a space. Downloader is
responsible for delivering the application from the web server to the user’s mobile
device based on user’s access rights and then installs the application relevant to
user’s context information. The Uninstallation process is initiated when the user
leaves the space and it uninstalls the application that was provided to the user when
he entered the space.

4.6 Downloader
The AppaaS Downloader is responsible for making the application available to
user. It interacts with the Context Manager (discussed in Section 4.8) which decides
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which application would be appropriate for the user’s request based on user’s
context. Figure 4.6 shows the communication between the server and AppaaS
smartphone application and shows the processes involved on both ends.
Downloader receives the location_id from the NFC Tag scan results and
posts the user_id, i.e. the email address of user and location_id, to the server using
the HttpService process. On the server end, the server checks if the location_id
refers to an application that is available to all the users or if the application has
restricted access rights (as explained in Section 4.5). The server uses the access
rights that are saved in the database table named lbs to check if the user has access
rights for the application.
Query generated by the server to fetch the link for application is as follows.
SELECT * FROM lbs Where USER_ID=' $_GET['user_id']' &&
APPLICATION=' $_GET['location_id ']'
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Figure 4.6: Communication between AppaaS Downloader Process and ContextManagement Server and processes involved on both ends.

If the query responds with no results, the user is informed that access for the
requested application is denied. If the query is successful, the AppaaS Download
process responds with the link to the application for downloading. Table 4.3 shows
the database table lbs
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Table 4.3: Database table 'lbs'

Field

Type

Constraints

user_id

varchar(45)

location_id

varchar (5)

[PK], valid email
address
[0-9], [A-Z]

app_id

INT

serial

app_url

varchar(50)

Valid url

Upon receiving the link, the application uses Android Download Manager
[41] to download the requested application. Broadcast Receiver [41] is used check
the status for download and upon completion of download, the application is made
available to the user according to the user’s access rights and other context
information, such as time constraints.

4.7 Context Manager
AppaaS Context Manager manipulates the context information sent by the mobile
application and replies with the recommended actions. If the application is found
relevant to the processed context, the AppaaS Downloader downloads and installs
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the respective application onto the user's smartphone along with the proper access
privileges or function constraints.
The Context Manager applies Algorithm (1) to find relevant application to
the current user’s context.
The “match” function applies Equation (1) to match the user credentials with the
applications access requirements.

where ru

Ru denote a single user credential and am

Am, denotes a single

applications access constraints, i and j are the number of credentials and access
constraints, respectively. F (ru, am) represents how much ru satisfies am and it
produces values {0, 1}. A value of 0 means that if the respective am is a constraint
at the application level, the application will not be available for the user and if am is
a constraint at the function level, this functionality will be disabled for the user.
Otherwise access is granted. Each relevant application has two scores, relevancy
score (matchm) and rating score (ratingm). For simplicity, we consider the two
scores are equally important.
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Algorithm 4.1: Algorithm for finding applications based on user’s context

4.8

Access Controller

The Access Controller process comes into action when the time constraint is
applied to control the application behavior during a specific time period. This
process performs the actions recommended by the server. These recommendations
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can be updated by the server and are updated on the mobile device every time the
user uses AppaaS Client Interface. The Access Controller does not wait for the user
to use the mobile application since the time of performing any action is scheduled
by the Time Handler.

4.9

mCalc: A proof-of-concept mobile application

4.9.1 Overview
mCalc is a simple calculator application which we have developed to demonstrate
the application of restrictions on operations performed within mobile applications
based on three of the user’s context (location, identity and time). mCalc also
demonstrates the state preservation of application during and after the life time of
application. If the application has been removed from the user’s device and brought
back again later the last saved state on the AppaaS Server is downloaded to resume
the application. Our main interest behind developing mCalc is to demonstrate the
restriction of functionalities within application and successful state preservation of
application being delivered.
Consider mCalc as one of the applications delivered to the user as a context
aware service provided by AppaaS. Since this application is delivered using
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AppaaS Client Interface, it facilitates from the user’s session information provided
by AppaaS Client Interface. This information includes the user_id and location_id
fetched by AppaaS.
The moment mCalc application starts, it queries AppaaS Server if this is the
first time user is using this application or if the user had already used this
application before. Incase this is the first time user uses this application, it starts
from scratch. And if the user had already used this application before, it loads the
state file which was saved from mCalc the last time user used this application.
Depending on the case, mCalc application provides a user with starting point. From
there onwards, user can continue performing mathematical operations on mCalc.
When user attempts to perform any operation, mCalc queries AppaaS Server
if the user at current location is allowed to perform operation at given time. Table
4.4 shows the table “calculator” which keeps records of mCalc user’s access rights.
If the user is allowed to perform operation, user may proceed with calculations else
user is shown the message stating the user does not have access privileges required
to perform specific operation. Before the mCalc application is paused or is closed, it
saves the application state file on AppaaS server against the user’s account. This is
done to make sure that when user’s application is removed, user does not have to
start from scratch next time application is made available to user.
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To

save

the

application-specific
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data,

AppaaS

overrides

the

onSaveInstanceState() callback method. User-specific data is added in a key-value
pairs format to the bundle object and then the bundle object is written in a file and
sent to the AppaaS context server. Figure 4.7 illustrates the complete cycle of
AppaaS state preservation.
When AppaaS downloads an application from the server side, it also
downloads any associated user-state file (if exists). Once the state file becomes
available at the user side, the AppaaS main process creates the equivalent bundle
object from the state file and makes it available to the application when the Android
system calls the onCreate() or onRestoreInstanceState() callback methods.
However, applications needs to handle the bundle object appropriately to avoid
crash. For example, when the Android system calls onCreate() method when
creating a new instance of an application, the application needs to check whether
the bundle is null before reading it to avoid crashing. Following Algorithm shows
the working of mCalc Application.
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App Start

loadState

onCreate()

Fetch State

AppaaS
(main process)
Upload State

saveState

onStop()

App Shutdown

Figure 4.7: AppaaS state preservation lifecycle

Table 4.4: Database table 'calculator' carrying information for mCALC

Field

Format

Constraints

user_id

varchar(45)

operator

varchar(10)

access_rights

varchar(10)

[PK], valid email
address
Multiply, Divide,
Addition, Subtract
True, False

start_time

varchar(5)

24-H format

end_time

varchar(5)

24-H format

location_id

varchar(5)

[0-9], [A-Z]
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4.9.2 mCalc: Pseudo Code
if user_id has preserved state then
load state
initial value = last saved result
end
else
initial value = 0
do initialize calculator
loop:
Take user input
Query AppaaS Server for user_id operation
foreach operation
if (user_id && location_id && time) has access rights
do operation
end
else
show message = “Operation not allowed for user_id”
end
go to loop
onSaveInstanceState(Bundle)

// called before butting

activity on hold

Bundle.put(user_id)
Bundle.put(user_results)
Create user_id.state file
out.write(Bundle.get(user_id && user_results)
Upload user_id.state file
end
onRestoreInstanceState(Bundle)

// called on re-
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initializing activity
initial value = Bundle.get(user_results)
go to loop

4.10 Discussion
In this chapter we have demonstrated different components of AppaaS and how
they communicate with one another. Figure 4.8 shows the interaction of AppaaS
components and various operations performed at different ends.
AppaaS takes into account not only the user’s location context but also the
personal identity context and the time context to provide more personalized services
to the user in the form of mobile application. Further, the services are provided to
different users based on their access rights. AppaaS is capable of delivering any
application provided by service providers. We have tested various applications
delivery using AppaaS as discussed in detail later in Chapter 5. Besides application
delivery, AppaaS is also capable of restricting the availability of applications and
functionalities available within applications based on user’s context information.
We have also implemented state preservation and have demonstrated with
the aid of mCalc, state preservation and restriction of functionalities within
application based on users context. We remark that mCalc is just a proof of concept
application.
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Figure 4.8: Actions performed at different processes and communication between those
processes

…………………..

Chapter 5
System Evaluation
In this chapter we evaluate the performance of AppaaS. We present test cases
showing the different functionalities of the system. We perform several tests and
show the different steps involved in performing those steps, and then evaluate our
results by comparing them to the expected results of the test cases presented.

5.1 Test Case: Location Detection
Here the user is expected to bring his device close to NFC Tag. The AppaaS Client
Interface is expected to determine user’s location with the aid of NFC tag.
Following test case depicts the expected results based on expected guidelines and
the actual results from the tests carried out.
Guidelines:
1. User brings smartphone close to NFC Tag when entering space or location
2. User brings smartphone close to NFC Tag while leaving space or location.
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Expected Results:
1. The AppaaS Client Interface displays location information and starts
downloading application
2. The AppaaS Client Interface displays the leave message with location
information.
Results:
After the successful user login, the user is instructed to bring his device close to
NFC Tag as shown in Figure 5.1(a). When the user brings his device close to NFC
Tag, there are three possibilities: one that the user tagged a NFC Tag for entering a
space, second that the Tag was scanned since the user was leaving the space and
third, that the user tagged the NFC Tag, which was not meant for AppaaS Client
Interface and hence contained invalid data.
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(a) Entrance tag scanned

(b) EXIT tag scanned

(c) Invalid or unsupported
Tag scanned

Figure 5.1: Screen shots of NFC Scans

Figure 5.1 shows the screen shot when user scans the tag at the entrance of space or
location. The application displays the location information and relevant application
starts downloading. When the user leaves the space, message is displayed showing
the location information, which the user is about to leave. After the message is
displayed, application is removed from user’s smartphone. This is depicted in
Figure 5.1(b). Figure 5.1(c) shows the AppaaS Client Interface displaying the error
message because the tag was not recognized as either for entrance of space or the
exit of any space or location.
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5.2 Test Case: Entering a Location
The aim of this test case is to see if the user enters the space and location relevant
application is delivered to user’s smartphone. After the user scans the NFC tag,
there are two possible actions depending on the Tag scanned. The test case shows
the expected guidelines, expected results and our result for the test case when user
enters the space or location.
Guidelines:
1. (For Open Access Applications) The context relevant application is
downloaded and application relevant permissions are shown to user.
2. (For Access Rights Applications) The application is downloaded for user if
and only if he has rights to access it. If the user doesn’t have the access
rights, the user will be taken back to login screen.
Expected Result:
1. User’s accepts or denies the installation of application based on the
permissions required by application.
2. If the user has access rights, he may choose to install the application after
reviewing the permissions required by application.
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Results:
When the user enters the space or location and tags the entrance Tag, AppaaS Client
Interface starts downloading the application which is relevant to user’s context
information. Here both user’s location and identity is considered as context
information. For example any user can access any application that is open to all the
users, but will not be allowed to download restricted applications. After
downloading, the application asks user for permission required by the application. If
the user agrees with the permission required by the application and clicks “Install”,
the application is installed in user’s smartphone. Figure 5.2(a) shows the screen shot
for location relevant application downloaded to user’s smartphone and asking for
user’s permission. AppaaS is capable of delivering any application to the users
made available to AppaaS by service providers.
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(a)Downloaded application

(b)Downloaded application

requesting user's permissions

asking for user's permission to
uninstall

Figure 5.2: Application delivery and removal

5.3 Test Case: Leaving Space or Location
This test case is for the scenario when user is about to leave the space or location
and brings his smartphone device close to NFC Tag. If the Tag is for exit, it will
prompt the user for required action. Following is expected guideline, expected
result and our result for the test case.
Guideline:
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1. User is prompted for permission to remove location relevant application
Expected Result:
1. User grants permission and the location relevant application is removed
from user’s smartphone device.
Results:
When the user tags the EXIT tag, user permissions are required to remove the
application from user’s smartphone. If the user wishes to keep the application, he
may cancel it or if the user wishes to remove the application, he will click OK and
the application will be uninstalled from user’s smartphone. Figure 5.2(b) depicts the
test results for this test case.

5.4 Test Case: Controlling Application Availability
This test case presents the scenario when at a particular time and location, some
relevant operations are performed. In this test case we demonstrate uninstalling an
application when the user is at a particular location on a specified time. In this test
case, no input is taken from user and time for operation is scheduled based on the
time for operation defined on online public server.
Guideline:
1. Scheduled time for recommended action is approached.
Expected Result:
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1. Recommended operation from online public server is performed.
Result:
When the user successfully login into the system, the time defined online is fetched
along with the relevant information about the recommended action and is scheduled
for operation at the scheduled time. An example of recommendation can be to add
or remove an application based on user’s location at a specific time. As soon as it is
time for scheduled operation, AppaaS Client Interface on user’s smartphone is
brought to the user, while still in the location defined by the recommendations;
application is installed or uninstalled from user’s smartphone.

5.5 Test Case: No Internet Connection
This test case demonstrates the working of AppaaS Client Interface in the scenario
where there is no internet connection.
Guideline:
User launces AppaaS Client Interface and tries and operation that require internet
connection for example registration, login, fetching and providing an application
relevant to user’s context information, etc.
Expected Result:
AppaaS informs user that there is no internet connection
Result:
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When the user clicks “Login” button on Login screen, “Register” button on
registration screen, after tagging and before downloading context relevant operation
and while retrieving location information, if there is no internet connection
available, user will be informed that there is no internet connection and the user will
not be able to continue.

5.6 Test Case: Restricting Functionalities of an Application
This test demonstrates the working of our test application. We have developed an
exemplary application to demonstrate context-aware operations. It takes into
account user’s identification, location and time as context information and based on
all three, decision is made if the user is allowed to perform a certain operation.
Guidelines:
User performs addition, subtraction, multiplication or division operation on
example application.
Expected Results:
Based on user_id, location_id and current time, either the user is either allowed to
perform an operation or may be restricted to perform an operation.
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Figure 5.3: User not allowed performing an operation on an application based on his
context.

Result:
User runs the calculator application and upon pressing any button to perform one of
the operation subtraction, addition, multiplication or division, smartphone calculator
application queries the server if operation can be performed based on user’s context
information. If the server replies with true, operation is performed and if the server
returns false, calculator is reset/cleared (C). Figure 5.3 shows the screen shot of
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application where user has been denied to perform certain functionality inside an
application.

5.7 Performance Evaluation
To evaluate the performance of AppaaS, several experiments are conducted. The
objective is twofold: 1) measure the response time of the various system activities;
2) evaluate the system scalability, i.e. how many users can AppaaS handles
simultaneously. The first experiment investigates the response time of system
activities, namely user authorization, entering a space (location), downloading a
location-specific application, launching an application with and without previous
state, and checking access rights of a user. Each experiment is repeated, at least, and
the average of the performance parameter is calculated.
The AppaaS prototype has two portions, one portion runs on a mobile
device that represents the user side, while the other portion runs on the server side
as we explained earlier. The user part is installed on a Samsung Galaxy II
smartphone with a rooted Android 4.0.4 platform, connected to a WiFi network.
The server portion implements the AppaaS context manager and storage and is
deployed on the Amazon EC2 cloud. We created an instance of a virtual machine of
the type 't1.micro' with an EC2 pre-configured image (AMI) of 'Ubuntu Server
12.04 LTS, 64 bit'.
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5.7.1 Response Time
Figure 5.4 shows the response time of the aforementioned system activities. We
measured the response times for four processes of AppaaS Client Interface namely,
Login

process

(User

Authentication),

AppaaS

Main

Process

(Location

Identification), Downloader and NFC Uninstall (App Uninstall). For User
Authentication, response time includes the time it takes to request AppaaS Server
for user authentication and time required to receive response from server. Location
Detection includes the time taken by process to fetch location relevant application
information from AppaaS Server, to display relevant message to the user, and to
determine if the user is entering or leaving the space depending on the information
retrieved from the tag scanned. In Figure 5.4, app.pkg Download represents the
response time for process Downloader. The response time includes the time
required to receive response from AppaaS Server for request for user context
relevant application link. After link is received by Downloader, it downloads the
application and download time is also included in our measurement of response
time. Hence, the response time is relatively dependent on the size of application
being downloaded. For our current tests, the size of application being downloaded
was 1.9MB. Similarly, for uninstallation of application, response time includes the
time required to receive the application relevant information from AppaaS Server
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and to uninstall the application. All the tests were run for fifteen iterations and
Figure 5.4 demonstrates the results of average from all the tests.
We observe that the ‘User Authentication’ and ‘Location Identification’
respond in a similar time, as they perform almost similar operations but with
different functionality. Application package download takes relatively more time
but this is due to the time required to download the application package which is
dependent on the size of package. When a user exits a particular location, AppaaS
consults the context manager on whether the system should uninstall or deactivate
the associated application. Then, the system performs the required actions on the
user’s mobile devices. This explains why the ‘App uninstall’ consumes almost
similar time to the first two activities.
5.7.2 AppaaS Performance Overhead Analysis
Figure 5.5 demonstrates the overhead that AppaaS incurs on mobile applications.
Figure 5.5.a shows the cost of applying user access control of the mCalc operations.
When a user tries to access a certain function of mCalc, AppaaS checks if the user
is allowed to perform such an operation or not. AppaaS queries the context manager
with the user ID and context. If the user has access to the requested operation,
AppaaS sends back a confirmation to the application that the user can perform the
operation. Otherwise, the application dispatches a message to the user interface
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showing that access to the function is denied. Applying access constraints is
performed at the expense of application performance. Figure 5.5.b illustrates
another overhead caused by application state preservation. The figure shows a
comparison between a clean start of mCalc application and a start that loads a
previous user state. In this experiment, we assume that the state is already retrieved
from the server and exist at the user side. This means that the results shown in
Figure 5.5.b does not include the time AppaaS takes to fetch the state object from
the cloud (server side). Such overhead though comes with the following benefits: 1)
providing users with the appropriate application of a particular location and
according to the user’s context, and 2) gaining more control over the application
behavior according to the user’s access rights. The time to load state is also highly
dependent on the size of state file. Size of state file depends on how much of user’s
data is being stored in a file.
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Figure 5.6: The average response time versus the number of concurrent users of AppaaS
context manager.

5.7.3 AppaaS Scalability
To evaluate the overall system scalability, a stress load is conducted to show how
the AppaaS context manager performs when varying numbers of concurrent users in
the system. In this experiment, we use the WAPT load stress tool [46], where we
apply various loads (number of users) and measure the system response time.
Figure 5.6 shows the results of this load test experiment. We observe that AppaaS
context manager, within the current setup and server capability can accept and
handle requests from up to 18 concurrent users each user runs 10 sessions. AppaaS
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can handle more users, however, request rejections would be expected. It is worth.
mentioning that although we use the least VM configuration that Amazon EC2
provides, to deploy our server components, the server remains highly responsive
(below 900 ms) with 18 concurrent users, each running multiple sessions. Choosing
a more capable server configuration would improve the system overall capacity and
hence more scalability. However, the cloud computing supports auto-scale feature,
by which the cloud can automatically scale up and down to accommodate the
system required performance criteria. A system administrator can setup the cloud
service to bring in more resources to accommodate more users, while satisfying
performance metrics.
5.7.4 AppaaS Footprint
Since mobile devices are resource-constrained, mobile applications and services
must be highly efficient in resource consumption. The mobile resources of specific
concern are CPU cycles, memory, storage, and battery power. These resources
indicate how efficient an application is with respect to system resource
consumption. In this experiment, we measure the system footprint in terms of
memory usage, storage required, and average CPU cycles that are used in cases of:
1) AppaaS Client Interface runs in idle mode (i.e. no activities are performed); 2)
when AppaaS Client Interface is in active mode (i.e. at least one activity is
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running). We are concerned with the system footprint at the user side. Although
battery power consumption is an important factor in system performance,
measuring this parameter needs special equipment that is not available to us. Table
5.1 shows the AppaaS Client Interface system footprint in terms of CPU usage,
memory and user application size in both idle and active modes.
Our foot prints results for AppaaS Client Interface shows fairly low (6.65%)
CPU usage during active mode. Active mode is when the application is being used
to request or deliver services to users.

Table 5.1: AppaaS Client Interface system footprint in terms of CPU usage, memory, and
the size of the user application in both idle mode and active mode.
AppaaS Client
Interface
Idle mode
Active mode

Avg. CPU Usage
(%)
0
6.65%

Memory Usage
(MB)
35.20
45.96

Storage Space (sizeKB)
96.00 KB
96.00 KB
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Chapter 6
Conclusion
Mobile devices have become the most common pervasive interface that enables
access of information in an anywhere, anytime fashion, especially with the latest
evolution in their capabilities and advancements in wireless technologies. Mobile
applications with their vast spectrum of services, that are continuously expanding,
have become more popular than ever before. Recent years have witnessed a lot of
momentum for mobile applications that can adapt their behavior according to
context changes. Adaptation to various context changes reshapes the application
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behavior to support personalized services, which then become more appealing to
mobile users. Such context includes location information, user profile, user ratings,
device profile, and time.
Currently, there are more than 450,000 applications available for Android
devices [1] and 585,000 applications available for Apple devices [2]. Many of these
applications are available from various businesses to benefit their customers and
offer distinctive experiences. Despite these huge numbers that are continuously
increasing every day, we believe that it is a little of more to come of what is
possible. This situation leaves us with three questions. From a users’ perspective,
how would a user know that there is an application relevant to his current location,
and how can a user decide on which application to use from the overwhelming
choices. From a business perspective, how businesses can control access to their
applications while maintaining a level of mobility and flexibility to their employees.
Our proposed system targets these questions.
In this thesis, we have presented a context-aware system for mobile application
dissemination and control, which provisions mobile Applications as a Service
(AppaaS) on demand with the appropriate access constraints. AppaaS has three
main entities, mobile user, location and AppaaS Server. These entities have been
implemented in two main parts, AppaaS Client Interface and AppaaS Server.
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AppaaS Client Interface is a mobile application that resides on a user’s mobile
device. This application is used to fetch the user’s context information and using
this context information, AppaaS Client Interface requests AppaaS Server to deliver
services in the form of mobile application to user’s device. This application can be
used within the defined space and as soon as the user leaves the space, this
application is removed form user’s device to save user’s device memory resources.
AppaaS maintains a user’s session information locally on the user’s device. This
information can be used by other applications to share the user’s context fetched by
AppaaS Client Interface. This can be helpful to apply rules for the operation of
various features available within an application. To demonstrate this functionality,
we have developed a prototype application mCalc. mCalc is a very basic calculator
application that performs various operations based on user’s identity, location and
time. Every time a user attempts to perform four available calculation operations
(multiplication, addition, subtraction and division), AppaaS Server is requested to
query if user is allowed to perform those operations. Depending on the response
from AppaaS Server, either the user will be allowed to perform the operation or will
be informed of his limited access rights.
In our prototype application mCalc we have also demonstrated application state
preservation. This is done to make sure if an application is removed by AppaaS due
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to any access constraints, the user does not loose current state of application; when
the application is delivered again, the application is retrieved from the last saved
state. We have also presented test cases to show the performance of our prototype.
These test cases demonstrate appropriate application delivery to a user’s device
upon entering the space and removal of the application when the user leaves the
space. These test cases also demonstrate the successful application of restrictions on
various operations available in our prototype application mCalc.
As a future direction, we aim to implement AppaaS on multiple platforms.
Current implementation of AppaaS can be ported to other available smartphone
platforms. The only functionality which can be device specific is the availability of
NFC Scanner on device. To address this issue, we aim to introduce more location
detection techniques, for example using GPS sensors or WI-Fi access points to
detect user’s location. We also aim to improve AppaaS functionalities and to
introduce more features. The state preservation can be improved by making it more
of a seamless operation. Similarly, we aim to add more options for detecting a
user’s location inside a space. Another addition in AppaaS as a future direction is to
use more types of context information from the user. This will be helpful in
providing even more personalized services. We also aim to look at enhancing the
personalization of application behavior on a user’s device.
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